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(Following Pap6r II) and Rotl No to be filled in your Answer Book)

RoIl No.

B. Tech.
(sEM. V) (ODD SEM") TIIEORY

EXAMINATION, 2OI4.I5
CONTROL SYSTEM

[Total Marks : 100Time : 3 Hours]

1 Attempt any four Parts : 5x4=20

(a) Explain various standard test signals, and also

find relation between them.

(b) Draw time domain response curve of a second

order system and indicate important
specification.

(c) Derive an expression for Kp, Kv and K1 for

tyPe-l sYstem.

(d) A unity feedback system has a forward path

transfer function G (s) = P, determine\ / s(s+l)'

. rise time, peak time and settling time

(2o/o tolerance).
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(e) A unity feedback syitem has transfer function

f (')= ; :iK; - t, determine steady'- s(s+ z)ls'+2s+s)

state error if input is r(r) =Z+qt+*.
2

(f) Write a short note on proportional derivative

compensator stating its merits and demerits.

Attempt any two parts :

(a) Give Comparison between open loop and

closed loop systems. The impulse response of
unity feedback close loop system is,

c(t)=-tu-t +ze-t , findits open loop transfer

function.

(b) Reduce the block diagram shown below to a

single block representation.

l0x2=20
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(c) Draw the signal Floiv Graph and determine the
overall transfer Function of the block diagram
shown below.

Attempt any two parts : l0x2=20

(a) Explain Construction and working of ac
servomotor.

O) Determine the Stability of a closed loop
control system whose characteristic equation is

,5 +14 +2s3 + 2s2 +lls+10 = o.

(c) Sketch the root locus for the open loop transfer
function of a unity feedback control system
given below and determine, value of K at

E=0's'

G(s)H(s) = K
\ /' \ /' s(s+l)(s+3)

Attempt any two parts : l0x2--20
(a) What is Nyquist Stability criterion? Explain

Phase margin and Gain margin in polar plot.

O) Draw the Nyquist plot for the open loop
transfer function given below and comment on

closed loop stability

fizrsoll 3

c(s)a(s) - 
t 's-(s+a)\/ \/ s(s-2)
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(c) Draw the bode plot for the transfer function

given below, apply correction to the magnitude

.plobfor the quadratic term and comment on

stability

G(s)ff(s)=

Auempt any two parts :

(a) For the open loop

G(s)n(s)=ffi

compensator such that the system will have a

phase marsn of at least 45o.

(b) Determine the State model from transfer

function of a system given as

ru-_ s2+3s+2
U(t) s3 +9s2 +26s+24

10x240

transfer function,

design a suitable

8525

(c) Check the controllability and observabiliry of

a system having fotlowing coefficient matrices,

[o 1 ol [o rl
A=lo o t l,a=lo olana6=[too]

Lo 2 -3.l Ll 1l
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